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Highlights:
- The breakwater and vibration-based energy harvesting systems are combined.
- A low-volume piezoelectric energy harvesting system is studied analytically.
- The analytical model is updated using experimental data.
- Four possible conceptual designs for energy harvesting systems are proposed and studied.
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Abstract
Nowadays, in the case of the coastal structures, wave breaking and access to clean energy are two important issues, which can be addressed by combining breakwater and vibration-based energy harvesting systems. In this study, the mechanical energy which is produced when ocean wave breaks into a vertical face is converted into electrical energy. To accomplish this, a new low-volume piezoelectric beam-column energy harvesting system is proposed. To study the application of this system, a theoretical model is presented and studied analytically. The analytical model is updated using experimental data and it is shown that the analytical results were similar to the experimental results after updating. After validating the electromechanical model, an energy harvesting system is presented, which can produce energy from breaking ocean waves on a vertical face. Four possible conceptual designs for energy harvesting systems are considered and the so-called Perfection Rate (PR) is introduced to select the best model to maximize harvested energy whilst mitigating the deteriorating effects of large strain deformation.
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1- Introduction
As 70% of Earth’s surface is ocean [1], wave energy is an attractive source for scientists and engineers [2-9]. The potential electrical energy that can be generated from ocean waves is estimated to be over 885 TWh annually [5]. Regarding this potential, different systems are proposed to convert ocean wave energy into electrical energy. Generally, Wave Energy Converters (WEC) are divided into three major types: (a) offshore, such as oscillating-body wave energy converters, (b) nearshore, such as oscillating water columns and (c) inshore or shoreline such as overtopping devices [10]. Each of the discussed WEC’s have advantages and disadvantages. Liang et al. proposed a novel offshore system which could convert bidirectional wave motion into unidirectional rotation of generator shafts. To do so, they used two one-way bearings in a rack and pinion system [11, 12]. Because of the distance from the coastline, long power transmission lines are needed in the case of offshore WEC’s. The challenges presented by offshore structures is studied by Scruggs and Jacob [13]. Nearshore WEC’s simultaneously amplify weakness points and weaken strength points of offshore and shoreline WEC’s. In the case of shoreline devices which are placed on the coastline, although the energy density of ocean waves is not high, complicated power transmission lines are not needed. It should be noted that one of the important parts of WEC’s is the transducer that converts collected mechanical energy into electrical energy. In 2013, a novel triboelectric Nano-generator was built on a suspended 3D spiral structure [14]. Despite the high-level output, the main problem of WECs is the high construction cost. Thus, economic concerns are one of the crucial issues in the future commercialization of the WEC. Coupling of these systems with existing coastal structures is a possible way to reduce economic issues. Meanwhile, shoreline WECs are appealing because the cost of construction and maintenance is reduced and their utilization is economic [14]. For this reason, different types of hybrid breakwaters including Oscillating Water Columns (OWC) [15-17], rubble
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mound overtopping [18-22], and floating breakwater devices [23-26] have recently been studied by many researchers. The combining of breakwater systems with WECs has many benefits. Besides reducing the cost of utilization, construction and operation, these systems do not require additional space and the scenery of the surrounding environmental is not affected.

Among the variety of WECs, multipurpose coastal structures and ocean wave energy converters have received a lot of attention in the last decades. The WEC method of overtopping breakwater has been the subject of previous studies [18-22]. These systems consist of input force, breakwater, absorber, transducer and other aspects. Several studies have been carried out on WECs which work with floating breakwaters [25, 26]. Boccotti presented a new design breakwater WEC which works based on entrapping ocean flow [27]. Buccino et al. analyzed a low-head composite sea wall energy converter device [18]. He et al. studied the application of an OWC combined with slack-moored breakwater for a range of frequencies [23]. Peng et al. investigated the application of a pontoon-type floating breakwater in an intermediate water depth [24]. The effect of mooring angle and the length of the floating part on output power was investigated. Malara demonstrated the reliability of U-oscillating water columns device [16]. Ning studied the application of a dual-chamber OWC and the effect of wave conditions on its performance [17]. Viet et al. studied energy harvesting from intermediate and deep water waves using piezoelectric materials [28].

Many studies in recent years have focused on energy harvesting systems [29-32]. These include the application, theory and design of these systems. Euler Bernoulli theory for piezoelectric beam-columns is one approach which is applicable in this area of research[33]. In addition, decreasing the occupied volume of the energy harvesting system, which is one of main aims of this study, has been considered in previous studies [34].

In floating breakwater devices, the different movements of breakwater (heave, pitch, roll, sway, surge and yaw) distribute the wave forces and lead to undesired damp wave energy. The purpose of this study is to present a novel system which can provide sufficient electrical output from the heave motion of breakwater. Here, because of the high amplitude of breaking wave force, it is used as input force. Note that in reality, breaking waves have a wide frequency band, mainly within low frequency range. Furthermore, wave-based energy harvesting systems should be designed in a way that their natural frequencies lie within the frequency range of the breaking wave. To achieve this, the vibration-based energy harvesting system should generally be large. The proposed energy harvesting system in this paper, not only is small, but also has a fundamental frequency in low frequency range. In other words, another feature of the proposed device is that the system frequency is tunable, which allows the system to synchronize in different frequency ranges.

To study the proposed system, firstly, the electromechanical behavior of the harvesting device is investigated in section 2. The governing electromechanical equation for the system is obtained and validated in this section. The ocean wave-based energy harvesting device is introduced in section 3. Finally, the vibratory application and different configurations of the presented system are analyzed in section 4.

2- Electromechanical behavior of energy harvester
2-1- Analytical approach
The system proposed for energy harvesting is a complex clamped-guided beam-column structure with tip masses $M_{tp1}$ and $M_{tp2}$ as shown in Figure (1-A). Note that unlike large-scale systems which can work with low frequency excitation, to work efficiently small-scale systems should be excited with high frequency. The presented beam-column piezoelectric structure is a novel structure which prepares the small-size system to work with low frequency excitation. The length ($L$), density ($\rho$), thickness ($t$) and flexural stiffness ($EI$) are
considered. Subscripts \( b \) and \( p \) stand for beam and piezoelectric parts respectively. The clamped-guided piezoelectric structure is connected to a moving mass \( (M_{\text{base}}) \), which is exposed to produce base excitation from external load \( F \). Figure (1-B) shows the electrical circuit of the system.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Schematic of the clamped-guided piezoelectric beam with tip mass (A); and electrical circuit of the system (B).

Euler Bernoulli beam theory in conjunction with Lagrange’s method is used to determine the differential equations of motion of the system. In this analysis, the piezoelectric materials are also modeled using Euler Bernoulli beam theory. It is assumed that only the first bending modes of the two beams, shown in Figure (1-A), are excited and therefore the resultant equations of motion are as follows (the details of this analysis are given in Appendix A).

\[
m_{eq_1} \ddot{q}_{i_1} + c_{eq_1} \dot{q}_{i_1} + \left( k_{eq_1} - k_{eq_1} \right) \dot{q}_{i_1} - \theta V = -m^* \ddot{q}_{i_1} \tag{1}
\]

\[
m_{eq_2} \ddot{q}_{i_2} + c_{eq_2} \dot{q}_{i_2} + \left( k_{eq_2} - k_{eq_2} \right) \dot{q}_{i_2} - \theta \ddot{V} = F - m^* \ddot{q}_{i_2} \tag{2}
\]

\[
C_p \dot{V}_1 + V_1/R + \theta \dot{q}_1 = 0 \tag{3}
\]

\[
C_p \dot{V}_2 + V_2/R + \theta \dot{q}_2 = 0 \tag{4}
\]

where \( m_{eq_i} \) is the equivalent mass of the \( i^{th} \) mass and \( k_{eq_i} \) and \( c_{eq_i} \) are respectively the \( i^{th} \) equivalent stiffness and damping. Furthermore, \( k_{gi} \) and \( \theta_i \) are the \( i^{th} \) geometric stiffness and electromechanical coupling coefficient. The coefficients of equations (1-4) are as follows:

\[
m_{eq_1} = 2 \int_0^{L_1} \left( \rho_b \dot{w}_b + \rho_p \dot{w}_p \right) \varphi_1^2 dx + M_{ip_1} \varphi_1^2(L_1) \tag{5}
\]

\[
m_{eq_2} = 2 \int_0^{L_2} \left( \rho_b \dot{w}_b + \rho_p \dot{w}_p \right) \varphi_2^2 dx + \left( 2 \rho_b \dot{w}_b + \rho_p \dot{w}_p \right) L_1 + M_{ip_2} + M_{ip_1} \right) \varphi_2^2(L_2) \tag{6}
\]

\[
m^* = 2 \left( \rho_b \dot{w}_b + \rho_p \dot{w}_p \right) \varphi_2(L_2) \int_0^{L_2} \varphi_1 dx + M_{ip_1} \varphi_1(L_1) \varphi_2(L_2) \tag{7}
\]

\[
k_{eq_2} = 2 \int_0^{L_2} \left( E_b I_b + E_p I_p \right) \left( \frac{d^2 \varphi_2}{dx^2} \right)^2 dx \tag{8}
\]

\[
k_{eq_1} = 2 \int_0^{L_1} \left( E_b I_b + E_p I_p \right) \left( \frac{d^2 \varphi_1}{dx^2} \right)^2 dx \tag{9}
\]
\[ k_{g_1} = N_1 \int_0^{t_1} \left( \frac{d\varphi_1}{dx} \right)^2 dx \]  (10)

\[ k_{g_2} = N_2 \int_0^{t_2} \left( \frac{d\varphi_2}{dx} \right)^2 dx \]  (11)

\[ c_{eq_1} = 2\zeta_1 \sqrt{k_{eq_1} m_{eq_1}} \]  (12)

\[ c_{eq_2} = 2\zeta_2 \sqrt{k_{eq_2} m_{eq_2}} \]  (13)

\[ \theta_1 = 2 \int_{x_1}^{x_2} z w_p e_{31} \frac{d^2 \varphi_1}{dx^2} dx \]  (14)

\[ \theta_2 = 2 \int_{x_1}^{x_2} z w_p e_{31} \frac{d^2 \varphi_2}{dx^2} dx \]  (15)

\[ M_{eq} = 2 \left( \rho_b w_b^3 + \rho_p t_p w_p^3 \right) \left( L_2 + L_1 \right) + M_{tip_1} + M_{tip_2} + M_{base} \]  (16)

\[ C_p = 2 \int_{x_1}^{x_2} w_p e_{33} / t_p \ dx \]  (17)

Parameters \( C_p \), \( V \) and \( R \) in the above equations are piezoelectric capacitance, output electrical voltage and the load resistance, respectively. The process of finding the equations discussed above is presented in Appendix A. Note that the geometric stiffness shows the effect of the axial loads due to the weight of tip masses on the stiffness of the beam column.

2-2- Experimental modal analysis

The theories present the system in an ideal way while uncertainty of the analytical models is one of the engineering issues. To increase modeling accuracy, the theoretical model is updated using the experimental modal data. To this end, a prototype whose properties are presented in Table (1) is tested. In this table, it should be noted that subscripts \( B \) and \( P \) refer to as beam and piezoelectric respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L_{g_1} ) (mm)</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td>( M_{eq_1} ) (gr)</td>
<td>134.07</td>
<td>( d_{ij} ) (pC/N)</td>
<td>-280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_{g_2} ) (mm)</td>
<td>61.75</td>
<td>( E_p ) (GPa)</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>( e_{ij} ) (pF/m)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_l ) (mm)</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td>( E_b ) (GPa)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>( \tau_q ) (mm)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_o ) (mm)</td>
<td>61.75</td>
<td>( \rho_b ) (kg/m³)</td>
<td>8500</td>
<td>( \tau_p ) (mm)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{base} ) (gr)</td>
<td>311.94</td>
<td>( \rho_p ) (kg/m³)</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>( w_p ) (mm)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{eq_2} ) (gr)</td>
<td>38.85</td>
<td>( R ) (MΩ)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( w_p ) (mm)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental modal analysis is performed on the system, which is shown in part (A) of Figure (2): the system is excited by a modal hammer (Global Test AU-02) and the response is measured by accelerometers (Global Test AP2037-100). Furthermore, signal acquisition is performed using National Instruments hardware (NI 9230) with a 12.8 kHz sampling rate, which is higher than necessary to ensure any higher harmonic content is considered (frequency range of interest \( \leq 30 \) Hz). Note that the added mass due to the sensor (9.8gr) is considered in the analytical model. Each of the measurements obtained is the average of the responses of ten different impacts, ensuring coherence as close to the unity as possible. The frequency response of the system is shown in part (B) of Figure (2). Note that the \( A_{ij} \) is the accelerance frequency response function, in which the input impulsive force is applied at coordinate \( j \) and the response is measured at coordinate \( i \).
The experiential mode shapes of vibration for the system are:
\[
\Phi = \begin{bmatrix}
0.8002 & 0.9387 \\
0.5998 & -0.3448
\end{bmatrix}
\] (18)

The modal mass \((\Phi^T \Phi)^{-1}\) and stiffness \((\Phi^T \omega^2 \Phi)^{-1}\) matrices can be obtained using equation (18) [35]. Here, the experimental spatial matrices will be used to improve the analytical results. To do so, the modal updating method will be used in next section.

2-3- Validating electromechanical behavior
In order to examine the accuracy of the theoretical results which are obtained using the updated analytical model, another test is performed. As shown in Figure (3), an MS-100N electromechanical shaker is attached to the base mass to provide the base excitation. The electrical power of the shaker is supplied by a LA200 power amplifier. The IEPE accelerometers (GT-AU02) are attached to the tip masses and base mass to measure acceleration. The sampling frequency of the acquisition system is considered to be 10 KHz.

![Details of the experimental setup used in this paper (A); and the energy harvesting system (B)](image)

1- Data acquisition system
2- Signal generator
3- Power amplifier
4- Frequency response analyzer
5- Oscilloscope
6- Shaker
7- Energy harvester
8- \(M_{\text{sp}}\)
9- Accelerometer
10- piezoelectric beams
11- \(M_{\text{lg2}}\)
12- \(M_{\text{base}}\)

The model updating method which is discussed in appendix B is used to improve theoretical result accuracy. The natural frequency and variance of mode shape \((\sigma_\phi)\) which is introduced
in appendix B are given in Table (2). In addition, for further validation the finite element analysis is presented and compared in appendix C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\omega_0$ (rad/s)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
<th>$\omega_0$ (rad/s)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
<th>$\sigma_0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>51.4719</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>141.5602</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>53.0479</td>
<td>3.0619</td>
<td>144.2109</td>
<td>1.8725</td>
<td>0.0452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updated analytical (IEMM)</td>
<td>51.4888</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
<td>141.5793</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Measured, initial and updated natural frequencies.

The Frequency response of the system, for the first and second tip masses, with respect to the base excitation frequency is shown in parts (A) and (B) of Figure (4), respectively. This figure shows that the updated theoretical results are in good agreement with the experimental data.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Experimental and theoretical frequency responses, before updating and with IEMM updating for $M_{\text{tip1}}$ (A); $M_{\text{tip2}}$ (B).

Furthermore, the output electrical voltage from the first and second piezoelectric layers is shown in parts (A) and (B) of Figure (5). As shown in this figure, the theoretical results accurately follow the experimental results. Therefore, it can be concluded that the updated equations of motion accurately describe the electromechanical behavior of the energy harvester. It should be noted that the damping ratios $\zeta_1$ and $\zeta_2$ should be obtained experimentally. To this end, the damping ratios in the updated theoretical model are changed to find frequency responses with peaks near to the peaks of the experimental frequency response. Using this procedure, the damping ratios are obtained and they are equal to $\zeta_1=0.044$ and $\zeta_2=0.023$.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** Ooutput voltage of $M_{\text{tip1}}$ (C); $M_{\text{tip2}}$ (D) of the piezoelectric energy harvesting system

3- Novel oceanic application

3-1- breaking wave force

When ocean waves directly break on a vertical-faced coastal structure, an impulsive pressure is produced which can be extremely high in magnitude and short in duration in comparison...
with non-breaking waves. In the present study, the breaking waves are the desired input force to the energy harvester system. This is mainly because the breaking waves have high energy density compared to other ocean waves. Generally, at the breaking point simple linear physical models which describe wave dynamics become invalid. Thus, experimental results are the best way to find a good estimation of their dynamic behavior. Part (A) of Figure (6) illustrates breaking wave force, which is obtained by experiment [36]. Other parameters of the experiment are presented in Table (3). The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the breaking wave force signal is shown in part (B) of Figure (6). As shown in this figure, the wave can effectively excite the system in the frequency range of 1−20 rad/s (zone I). Furthermore, it can be concluded that between 20 and 100 rad/s, the excitation level is good (zone II) and in 100−250 rad/s the excitation level is acceptable (zone III). Note that the presented power spectral density in part (B) of Figure (6) belongs to the impulsive load of the ocean waves and the dynamic properties of the energy harvester should be selected based on a frequency range of 0 to 250 rad/s. In other words, the presented energy harvesting system can effectively work in finite frequencies in the presented broad frequency range (natural frequencies of energy harvester).

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** The amplitude of force (A) [36]; and properties of experimental breaking wave on a vertical face

Figure (6-A) shows that the breaking wave could be considered an impulsive force with the properties presented in Table (3). One may conclude that the experimental condition is shallow water, which is near to realistic condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wave period</td>
<td>2 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep water wave height</td>
<td>$H_s=0.277 \text{ m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep-water wave steepness</td>
<td>$H_d/L_d=0.044$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Properties of the breaking waves

---

2-2- The wave breaker and energy harvesting device

In order to reduce wave damage effects on in-shore structures, wave breakers are constructed. For example, the total length of breakwaters in Japan is more than 800 km, which can give the reader a feeling of the importance of these structures [37]. Rubble mound breakwaters are a popular type of breakwaters which can damp ocean wave energy in a simple and low cost way [38, 39]. In this study, the rubble mound breakwater, which plays a multifunctional role as both wave breaker and energy collector, is shown in Figure (7).
Figure 7 shows the main idea of this paper. As can be seen in this figure, a vibration-based energy harvesting system can be designed to extract energy from the ocean wave that are breaking on a vertical wall. In this paper, for the first time to the authors’ knowledge, we demonstrate how a 2 degree of freedom vibration-based piezoelectric harvesting system may be used to extract energy from the ocean wave. In other words, contribution of this paper concerns the proof of concept and the detailed design of such a system will be investigated in future studies.

4- Analysis of the wave breaker energy-harvesting device

Increasing strain in the piezoelectric beams leads to an increase in the generated voltage from the presented system. Therefore, finding a way to increase strain in the piezoelectric beam columns results in improving the power generation in the discussed system. To do so, a combination of the following energy harvesting systems can be used. Four configurations are presented in parts (A) to (D) of Figure (8).

Assuming the first frequency resonance of the system is equal to the frequency of ocean waves, the frequency response function of the system is shown in Figure (9). In this figure $H_{ij}$ is the displacement at coordinate $i$ due to a single force at coordinate $j$ (receptance). Note that all stiffness in the first configuration should be equal to 213.7942 N/m in order to have a
system with a fundamental frequency near to the ocean wave frequency. For the second, third
and fourth configurations, assumed stiffness values should be equal to 196.7496 N/m,
126.4096 N/m and 605.641 N/m respectively. The calculated spring stiffness and the first
three natural frequencies of the energy harvesting system are shown in Table (4). All the first
three natural frequencies of the presented system which can be observed in Figure (9)
ocurred in distinguished zones in the PSD diagram (Figure 6-B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration Parameters ↓</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k$ (N/m)</td>
<td>213.7942</td>
<td>196.7496</td>
<td>126.4096</td>
<td>605.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_1$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>3.1416</td>
<td>3.1416</td>
<td>3.1416</td>
<td>3.1416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_2$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>85.5147</td>
<td>88.0460</td>
<td>87.0697</td>
<td>88.4631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_3$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>143.6111</td>
<td>148.4744</td>
<td>146.7602</td>
<td>142.7276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Frequency response for the first (A); second (B); third (C); and fourth (D) configuration

The piezoelectric beam-column energy harvesters considered are connected in series and the
root mean square output voltage ($V_{out,max}$) of different configurations in the first natural
frequency of the system is shown in Figure (10). Note that the excitation force in this figure is
equal to the ocean wave force, shown in part (A) of Figure (1).
As shown in Figure (10), the RMS output voltage from the first configuration is larger than other configurations because spring $k_1$ provides a constraint which leads to an increase in the strain rate in the first beam-column and produces more voltage than other configurations. Therefore, the first configuration is the best option for harvesting energy from ocean waves. The energy harvesting system with the first configuration can produce 6.054 V. Figure (10) shows that the first and then the fourth configurations can harvest the largest electrical voltage. The reason for this behavior lies in the fact that the relative motions of the masses in these configurations are greater than in other configurations. The relative motion of masses in each of the four configurations is shown in Figure (11).

To ensure a reliable structure, issues other than electrical voltage should be considered. It is clear that increasing the relative displacement of masses which leads to an increase in the strain rate and consequently in output voltage, may result in mechanical damage to the system. Perfection Rate (PR) is introduced in this paper to determine the best compromise between the positive effect of increasing voltage and negative effect of increasing the relative motion in a parameter. The PR parameter is defined as follows:

$$PR = 100 \left\{ WF \times \frac{V}{V_{\text{max}}} + (1-WF) \times \left(1 - \frac{RM}{RM_{\text{max}}}\right) \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)
where $RM$ is relative motion and weight factor ($WF$) is a criterion, to show the importance of relative motion and output voltage in decision makings. Note that the $RM_{max}$ is the relative motion between the first and second masses ($q_1$-$q_2$) at the first natural frequency. The $PR$ for three different weight factors is shown in Figure (12).

![Wave patterns](image)

**Figure 12.** $PR$ for $WF=0.2$ (A), $WF=0.5$ (B) and $WF=0.8$ (C) for first, second, third and fourth configurations

Wave breakers often operate in difficult environments and the use of an external power supply for the remote sensors of these structures is not affordable. Hence, techniques to integrate an energy harvesting system into these structures deemed necessary. In case of ocean wave breaker, large amplitude of force and low frequency, leads to design given structures in this study. As shown in Figure (12), for weight factors between 0.2 and 0.8, the first and forth configurations are the best designs for the energy harvesting systems presented. Furthermore, the smallest $PR$ belongs to the second configuration. These piezoelectric structures are inherently vibration isolator and energy harvesters, which are likely to be the best. Future research will investigate the possibility of using electromagnetic devices. It is worth noting that the proposed system can be re-designed in the form of mechanical metamaterial. In this category, wave filtering and energy harvesting can be achieved simultaneously [40-42]. Although it cannot be used in this study due to placement constraint, future research can be concentrated on the possibility of using this system in the metamaterial category.

5- Conclusion
The demand for energy is one of the most crucial issues for the future of human beings. While the ocean which generates high power covers most of Earth's surface, its energy is easily wasting around us. Because of the high energy density of violent breaking waves, considering a vertical-face in rubble mount breakwaters could be an intelligent suggestion. In terms of energy harvesting, a conceptual model including a beam-column piezoelectric energy harvester which can work in a binary frequency domain is introduced in order to reduce the size of energy harvesters. A mathematical model of the energy harvester which is derived to describe the application of the system is updated by the experimental results and, after validation, is used to study energy harvesting from ocean waves. In order to maximize the harvested energy, the behavior of four possible configurations was investigated. To study both the lifespan of the structure and the harvested energy, the so-called Perfection Rate is introduced. Ultimately, it was concluded that a special configuration (the first configuration in this study) would be the better choice for energy harvesting. It has been shown that when the $WF=0.5$, the Perfection Rate for this configuration can be higher than other configurations by more than 46%.
Appendix A

According to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the equation for the potential energy of the presented system is as follows:

$$
\pi = \int_0^{l_1} (EI_b + EI_p) \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} \right)^2 dx + \int_0^{l_1} (EI_b + EI_p) \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right)^2 dx - \int_0^{l_1} zw \nu e_{31} \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} \right) dx - \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{l_1} z w V e_{31} \left( \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x^2} \right) dx + \frac{1}{2} K Z^2
$$

(A.1)

where $w(x,t)$ and $V$ are the transverse displacement of the beam and electrical voltage. Furthermore, $e_{31}$ is the effective piezoelectric stress constant. The kinetic energy for the system can be written as follows:

$$
T = \int_0^{l_1} \left( \rho_b t_b w_b + \rho_p t_p w_p \right) \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right) \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right) dx + \frac{1}{2} M_{ap2} \left( \frac{\partial Z}{\partial t} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} M_{bas} Z^2
$$

(A.2)

where $w_b$ and $w_p$ are the beam and piezoelectric width, respectively. The internal electrical energy in the presented system can be given by:

$$
W_e = -\int_{x_1}^{x_2} \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right)^2 dx + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} \right)^2 dx
$$

(A.3)

where $e_{31}$ is the permittivity component at constant strain and the piezoelectric layer width.

The non-conservative virtual work of the system is written as follows:

$$
\delta W_e = F \delta Z + N \int_0^{l} \delta \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right) dx - Q \delta V - f_d \delta q - C \dot{Z} \delta Z
$$

(A.4)

where $N$ is the axial load, and in this study is equal to $M_{ap2}$, and $F$ is the external load. Using the separation of variable method, displacement of the beam can be given as follows:

$$
W_j (x,t) = \sum_{i=1}^n \phi_j (x) q_{j,i} (t)
$$

(A.5)

where $\phi(x)$ and $q(t)$ indicate mode shape and time response. The electro-mechanical Lagrange equations can be expressed as [43]:

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial T}{\partial q_i} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial q_i} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{q}_i} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{q}_i} = N \int_0^L \left( \frac{d \dot{\phi}}{dx} \right)^2 dx - f_d
$$

(A.6)

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial T}{\partial Z} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial Z} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{Z}} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{Z}} = F - C \dot{Z}
$$

(A.7)

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \frac{\partial T}{\partial V} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial V} + \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{V}} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{V}} = Q
$$

(A.8)

where $Q$ is the electric charge output and $f_d$ is the damping force, which can be obtained using the Rayleigh damping theory. Substituting Eq (A.4) into Eq’s (A.1-A.3) and according to the Lagrange equations, the following relations are obtained for constants of equations (1-4):

$$
m_{eq1} = 2 \int_0^{l_1} \left( \rho_b t_b w_b + \rho_p t_p w_p \right) \dot{\phi}_i dx + M_{ap} \phi_i^2 (L_i)
$$

(A.9)
\[ m_{eq} = 2 \int_0^{\ell_2} \left( \rho_b l_b w_b + \rho_p l_p w_p \right) \varphi_2^2 dx + \left( 2 \left( \rho_b l_b w_b + \rho_p l_p w_p \right) L_1 + M_{ip1} + M_{ip2} \right) \varphi_1^2 (L_2) \]

\[ m^* = 2 \left( \rho_b l_b w_b + \rho_p l_p w_p \right) \varphi_2 (L_2) \int_0^{\ell_2} \varphi_1 dx + M_{ip1} \varphi_1 (L_1) \varphi_2 (L_2) \]

\[ k_{eq1} = 2 \int_0^{\ell_1} \left( E_b l_b + E_p l_p \right) \left( \frac{d^2 \varphi_1}{dx^2} \right)^2 dx \]

\[ k_{eq2} = 2 \int_0^{\ell_1} \left( E_b l_b + E_p l_p \right) \left( \frac{d^2 \varphi_2}{dx^2} \right)^2 dx \]

\[ k_{el1} = N_1 \int_0^{\ell_1} \left( \frac{d \varphi_1}{dx} \right)^2 dx \]

\[ k_{el2} = N_2 \int_0^{\ell_2} \left( \frac{d \varphi_2}{dx} \right)^2 dx \]

\[ c_{eq1} = 2 \zeta_1 \sqrt{k_{eq1} m_{eq1}} \]

\[ c_{eq2} = 2 \zeta_2 \sqrt{k_{eq2} m_{eq2}} \]

\[ \theta_1 = 2 \int_{\ell_1}^{\ell_2} z w_p e_{31} \left( \frac{d^2 \varphi_1}{dx^2} \right) dx \]

\[ \theta_2 = 2 \int_{\ell_1}^{\ell_2} z w_p e_{31} \left( \frac{d^2 \varphi_2}{dx^2} \right) dx \]

\[ M_{eq} = 2 \left( \rho_b l_b w_b + \rho_p l_p w_p \right) (L_2 + L_1) + M_{ip1} + M_{ip2} + M_{base} \]

\[ C_p = 2 \int_{\ell_1}^{\ell_2} w_p e_{33} t_p \varphi_1 dx \]

In the above equations, \( \zeta \) is the damping ratio. According to the Euler-Bernoulli theory, the mode shape of the vibration of the beam with length \( L \) can be written as follows:

\[ \varphi_i (x) = C_i \left\{ \cos (\lambda_i x / L) - \cosh (\lambda_i x / L) + \sigma_i (\sin (\lambda_i x / L) - \sinh (\lambda_i x / L)) \right\} \]

where \( \lambda_i \) is the eigenvalue of the \( i \)th vibration mode, that can be obtained using the characteristic equation, which is derived according to the eigenfunction and the boundary conditions. The characteristic equation can be obtained as follows:

\[ 1 - \cos (\lambda_i) \cosh (\lambda_i) - \frac{\rho AL}{\lambda_i M_{ip}} \left( \cos (\lambda_i) \sin (\lambda_i) + \cosh (\lambda_i) \sin (\lambda_i) \right) = 0 \]

Note that \( \omega_i \) is the un-damped natural frequency of the \( i \)th vibration mode \( (\omega^2 = EI/\rho AL) \) and \( \sigma_i \) is a coefficient, which can be calculated using the following equation:

\[ \sigma_i = \frac{\frac{M_{ip1} \lambda_i}{\rho AL} \left( \sin (\lambda_i) - \sinh (\lambda_i) \right)}{\left( \cos (\lambda_i) + \cosh (\lambda_i) \right) - \frac{M_{ip2} \lambda_i}{\rho AL} \left( \sin (\lambda_i) - \sinh (\lambda_i) \right)} \]

**Appendix B**

The Error Matrix Method (EMM) is the updating method used in this paper [35]. This method is a direct procedure with assured convergence, which adjusts analytical mass and stiffness matrices with the following error stiffness and mass matrices [35, 44]:
\[ \Delta K = \left[ K_A \right] \left\{ \phi_A \right\} \left[ \omega_{Xr}^2 \right]^{-1} \left[ \phi_A \right]^T - \left[ \phi_A \right] \left[ \omega_{Xr}^2 \right]^{-1} \left[ \phi_A \right]^T \left[ K_A \right] \]  
\[ \Delta M = \left[ M_A \right] \left\{ \phi_A \right\} \left[ \phi_A \right]^T - \left[ \phi_A \right] \left[ \phi_A \right]^T \left[ M_A \right] \] 

where A and X refer to analytical and experimental results. In this study, the EMM procedure is modified using the mode shape variance, which is defined as follows:

\[ \sigma^2_{\phi} = \sum_{i,j=1}^n \left( \text{MAC}_{ij} - \delta_{ij} \right)^2 / 2n \]  

where \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta. The procedure of the presented updating method, which is simply named as Iterative Error Matrix Method (IEMM), is shown in part (A) of Figure (B.1.). During the updating procedure, it is considered that the sum of the diagonal elements of the updated mass matrix is constant and equal to the total mass of the studied vibratory system. Furthermore, natural frequency error and the overall mode shape error indicator in each iteration number is depicted in part (B) of Figure (B.1.). The MAC charts for the results before and after updating are shown in part (C) and part (D) of Figure (B.1.) respectively.

![Flowchart of the IEMM (A); variation of natural frequency error and overall mode shape error indicator with varying iteration number (B); MAC chart for \( n=0 \) (C); and MAC chart for \( n=40 \) (D)](image)

According to part (C) of Figure (B.1.), it can be concluded that by increasing the iteration number, the first and second frequency errors decrease. Natural frequency errors and the mode shape variance, decrease by increasing the iteration number.

**Appendix C**

A finite Element based academic software is used to model the proposed systems. The first and second mode shapes and their corresponding natural frequencies are shown in parts (A) and (B) of Figure (C.1.) respectively.
Figure C.1. Finite element modal behavior of the proposed system in the first (A) and second (B) natural frequency

As it can be seen in Figure C.1, in the first two mode shapes of the proposed system the clamped-guided systems oscillate with their first mode shape. Therefore, using a single mode for modelling of the system might be a reasonable assumption. Furthermore, as shown in table C.1, the presented result for the first and second natural frequencies follows experimental and analytical behaviors of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\omega_1$ (rad/s)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
<th>$\omega_2$ (rad/s)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>51.4719</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>141.5602</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>53.0479</td>
<td>3.0619</td>
<td>144.2109</td>
<td>1.8725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>47.8873</td>
<td>6.9642</td>
<td>144.1928</td>
<td>1.8597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updated analytical</td>
<td>51.4888</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
<td>141.5793</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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